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Four parts

1. Consultation documents

2. Tax changes recommended

3. Tax changes not recommended

4. Conclusions
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The Consultation Documents
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The Consultation Documents

Look at 3 areas: 

1. Non-fiscal goals: tax bads, not goods

2. Growing tax base vs. raising tax rates 

3. Bias regarding taxes?

Critical evaluation:

– Easier to criticize than create

– Intended as constructive criticism 

– Excellent elements, e.g. revenue calculations 
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1. Non-fiscal goals: 

taxing bads, not goods

• Not whether to tax, but what to tax
– “Smart Tax Reform”

• Adjust mix of taxes to achieve goals
– Tax bads (e.g. pollution): will get less of them

– Reduce taxes on goods (income): get more

– Removes distortions, boosts economic efficiency

• Taxes already used for non-fiscal goals
– E.g. economic growth, redistribution, savings 

• Revenue Options Paper mentions non-fiscal 
goals, but doesn’t always link to tax options
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Smart Tax Reform:

taxing bads, not goods

Shifting from income tax toward carbon tax
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Smart Tax Reform:

taxing bads, not goods
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2. Growing tax base vs. 

raising tax rates

• Presented as choice between two options

– No evidence to support view that it’s either/or

• Growing base (economy or population):

– Link between base and revenues “weak”

– No calculations of base growth required (vital)

• Revenue increases due to larger base are 70% clawed back

– Gross vs. net revenue (costs of larger base)

• $22,000 transfer per person (no costs estimates)

– No indication how to successfully employ fiscal policy

– Difficult to treat as serious option
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3. Bias re taxes?

• Taxes: “the price we pay for civilization”
– Essential services and programs

– Cheaper to buy in bulk

• Revenue Options Summary bias, e.g.
– Notes costs of taxes, but not of program/service cuts

– Assumptions about tax impacts, with no evidence 

• Revenue Options Paper more balanced

• Overall conclusion: anti-tax bias
– Consultation processes do influence citizen input

• Recommend: withdraw, start fresh, balanced
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Tax changes needed
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Tax changes needed - I

• Smart Tax Reform

– Some taxes down, some up, some same

• Quick highlights:

– Individuals: for large majority of people, 
reduce income and payroll taxes

– No sales tax.  Targeted taxes on things that 
cause harm

– Corporations: no income tax increase

– Resource Income Tax – to go into savings
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Tax changes needed - II

• Impacts of recommended changes:

– Help lower- and middle-income residents

– Reduce revenue leakage

– Improve health

– Conserve resources and protect environment

• Gradual changes to enable planning and 
reduce costs

• Integrated package – report offers no 
support for cherry picking
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Tax changes needed

• Corporate and Resource Income Tax, and 
savings

• Capital tax

• Personal income and payroll taxes

• Hotel tax and airport departure tax

• Tobacco taxes and liquor revenues

• Commercial freight toll

• Fuel taxes and a carbon tax
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Corporate and 

Resource Income Taxes
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Corporate and 

Resource Income Taxes

• Royalties won’t change things dramatically

• Can already collect rents: RIT

– Revenue Options paper: $34m per mine

– Add oil and gas: hundreds of millions per year

• No increase in general corporate income 
tax rates

– This and RIT will help diversify economy

– Work with other jurisdictions to stop corporate 
tax competition
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Resource Income Tax 

and savings
• RIT – hundreds of millions

• Not a bonanza – belong to all generations

– Don’t spend capital – invest in other forms of capital

– Some day party will be over – need savings

• Territorial Trust Fund

– Saving for the future

– Inflation-protected

– Norway, Alaska, Alberta ($100B?)

– Excess invested in other forms of capital
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Capital tax

• Corporations avoid income tax

– Transfer pricing

– Capital cost allowances

– Resource development vs. production stage

– Not about to stop avoiding – that’s their job

• Capture at least some revenue from all 
corporations

• Federal gov’t removed its capital tax, 
creating tax room  for GNWT.
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Personal income taxes 

and payroll taxes

• Growing gap in Canada
– NWT median income up

– Still plenty of poverty (15% population < $30,000)

• Reduce tax rates for low and middle brackets
– No taxes on first $35,986.

– Reduced rates on all brackets, except very top

– Increase supports for lower income

• Payroll taxes used to capture “leakage”
– Earnings over 75th percentile: boost from 2% to 2.5%

– For the rest, decrease (revenue neutral)
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Income tax rates by bracket - current
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Income tax rates by bracket - current and future
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Hotel and airport departure taxes

• Help reduce revenue leakage from NWT

• Help cover tourism costs paid by residents

• Hotel tax

– Most provinces have one

– No material impact on tourism

• Airport departure tax

– Likewise little impact on tourism
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Tobacco tax and liquor revenues

• Tobacco: #1 preventable killed in Canada
– Smoking in NWT double Canadian rate

– Tax not raised in five years – due for increase

• Liquor: $14.6 billion national cost
– National Addictions Awareness week

– NWT heaving drinking 3 to 4 times Canadian rate

• Pricing: an effective harm-reduction strategy

• Smuggling
– A theoretical concern (little evidence of it)

– Law breaking requires law enforcement 
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Commercial freight toll

• Costs of road use not just financial, e.g.

– Air pollution

– GHG emissions

– Create distortions in economy

• NWT fuel taxes fail to cover even financial 
costs

• Commercial freight toll

– All-weather highways

– Not apply to local freight 
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Fuel taxes, carbon tax
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Fuel taxes, carbon tax

• Climate change deeply affects northerners

• Northerners call for global action 
– Failure to price carbon undermines those calls

• Carbon tax: economists, banks, CAPP, Cdn Gas 
Association, etc.

• Fuel taxes in NWT among lowest in Canada

• Heating fuel tax
– If badly designed, regressive and risky, so:

• phase in over 4 years

• revenues to home energy efficiency retrofits, focusing on 
lower income residents
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Tax changes recommended: 

Conclusions

• Collectively would add 

– $23 million in year one

– $62 million by year four

– 2-5% of overall revenues, 8-21% of OSR

• Not clawed back, unlike increases from 

growing the tax base (if possible)

• RIT - invest in Territorial Trust Fund
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Tax changes not recommended

• Several other revenue ideas in Options Paper

• Not recommended:
– Some don’t serve social goals

– Some are regressive

– Some reduce positive externalities / create negative 
externalities

– None are needed.

• Further comments on three:
– Sales tax

– Healthcare premiums

– Cost of living tax credit
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Sales tax

• Little impact on non-fiscal goals

• Not necessary financially

• Regressive

– Could offset by income tax / income supports 

– Exemptions for groceries and necessities 
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Healthcare premiums

• Preventive medicine and early diagnosis 

important

• User fees would discourage both

– People end up in emergency wards - costly

• Also regressive

• Step toward US-style system

– Worse health outcomes

– Higher cost
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Cost of living tax credit

• Not necessary

– Income tax reductions for large majority

– Payroll tax reductions for large majority

– Income supports for low income people

• Not ideal structure

– Once per year is harder for low income

• If adjust, raise for lower and middle 

income earners
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Overall conclusions

• Consultation papers

– Non-fiscal goals good, but narrow range explored

– Bias against taxes

– Withdraw, start over, using balanced documents

• Tax changes highlights

– Reduce personal income and payroll taxes for large 

majority

– No sales tax, but taxes on things that cause harm

– No corporate income tax changes

– Resource Income Tax into Territorial Trust Fund
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Overall conclusions

• Non-fiscal impacts:
– Help lower- and middle-income residents

– Reduce revenue leakage

– Improve health

– Conserve resources and protect environment

• $23m by year one, $62m by year four

• Spending priorities / stimulate economy:
– Home energy efficiency retrofits

– Social assistance, job training, education

– Substance abuse prevention and treatment

– Reversing spending cuts of early 2008
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(P.S. a quick look forward)

• Economic downturn coming?

• If so, the best time for governments to spend

– “misguided to commit to a balanced budget in the 

short term” (Federal Throne Speech Nov 19, 2008)

• Countercyclical spending

– Government spends more during bust, less in boom

– Evens out the boom-bust cycle

– Stimulates the economy: boosts business and 

employment

– Government buys things while cheap
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(P.S. a quick look forward)

• Invest in things needed when the resource party 

is over

– Human capital (education and training for future 

economy)

– Home energy efficiency retrofits

– Renewable energy infrastructure

– Public transit

• Don’t spend on white elephants

– Items that will be redundant in longer term

– Items with high legacy maintenance costs (e.g. roads)




